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Supply Chain

POWERFUL AND INTEGRATED SUPPLY CHAIN 
FUNCTIONALITY FOR HEALTHCARE
Healthcare faces a resource shortage in the wake of escalating demand for excellent, timely patient services. Finding a way to manage this 
growing demand is important to everyone if we’re to protect and improve healthcare, and the supply chain process—from source to 
settlement—is the ideal place to start.

Virtuo MIS Supply Chain Management 
Virtuo MIS Supply Chain Management, a part of the award-winning Virtuo MIS healthcare software solution, presents the total supply 
chain in a robust and easy-to-use environment, empowering your sta� with built-in best practices.

Virtuo MIS Supply Chain Management emphasizes and makes apparent the process e�ciencies needed to:
•  Reduce the loaded cost of healthcare supplies
•  Reduce wasted time and dollars on ine�cient, manual processes
•  Improve sta� productivity and morale
•  Enhance patient outcomes

Powerful Integration and Thoughtful Automation
All Virtuo MIS software suites, including Supply Chain Management, are designed from the ground up with powerful integration and 
thoughtful automation, ensuring a seamless transition to improved, best practice supply chain processes.

All data is centralized and automatically moved through the system as required:
•  Key in a requisition request and Virtuo MIS compares items, quantities, and costs to user-de�ned approval hierarchies to determine 

whether to issue from stock or forward the requisition to purchasing
•  Create purchase orders from approved requisitions and send to any vendor with an email address
•  Receive goods and automatically populate stores
•  Use a fully-featured returned goods memo application to create vendor returns and automatically adjust stock
•  Reconcile invoices with a few mouse-clicks instead of chasing paper trails

Total Control
Using Virtuo MIS Supply Chain Management, supply chain costs are reduced by automating and integrating the requisitioning, 
contracting, purchasing, reconciliation, and payment processes. Consolidated supply chain management—centralized contracting, 
purchasing, warehousing, and payables, with decentralized receiving—increases negotiating leverage, keeps inventory levels down, and 
reduces stock-outs.

Full integration with Virtuo MIS Finance Management and the Virtuo MIS (xchange) e-Commerce Services ensures an up-to-date 
accounting system.

Ultimate Peace of Mind

With Virtuo MIS Supply Chain Management, you’re running a robust, rock-solid supply chain system that will never let you down.

•  Fully customizable data �ltering (by user or type of user) keeps everyone focused— across multiple sites and organizations— without 
information overload

•  Stay fully informed at all times and trust every number, with deep drill-down to the source of every transaction
•  Complete audit trails ensure you can track every action

Award-Winning Software

Virtuo MIS Supply Chain Management has the commendations to back itself up:

•  Best Supply Chain Management System: Intelligent Enterprise Readers’ Choice Award, 2007
•  Supply Chain Software Award: Supply Chain Asia Logistics Awards, 2007
•  Best Supply Chain Software Solution Provider: Supply Chain Excellence Awards organized by SCM Logistics World, 2006

Leading the Industry

MediSolution employs forward-thinking, healthcare supply chain experts with the skills, experience, and vision to design the best supply 
chain management software in the industry:

•  Unlike competing products that force organizations to make compromises between functionality and integration, only Virtuo MIS 
o�ers best-in-class modules with seamless integration

•  Unlike competitors that force organizations to choose between the bene�ts of on-demand products and on-premises deployments, 
only Virtuo MIS gives you the �exibility to choose on-demand, on-premises, or any preferred combination

•  Unlike competing products that create extra manual work and errors in the sourcing processes, only Virtuo MIS lets buying experts 
automatically create sourcing events from requisitions or expiring agreements, and only Virtuo MIS lets you negotiate with a click; 
competitors force you to use the clipboard

•  Unlike competing products that force rigid centralization or decentralization, only Virtuo MIS provides true center-led procurement by 
decoupling the physical and logical location of key procurement activities
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About MediSolution

Founded in 1974, MediSolution, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Harris Computer Systems, is a leading information technology company, providing ERP software, solutions and services to 
healthcare and service sector customers across North America. 

Over 400 healthcare, public and service sector organizations rely on MediSolution's systems to maximize their operational e�ciencies, lower their costs and
improve the delivery of services. 
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